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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Background and objectives: celiac disease is associated with
the HLA class II alleles: DQA1*05-DQB1*02 and DQB1*0302.
The genetic risk for celiac disease may depend on the presence or
absence of such alleles, their combination or number of copies.
This study aimed to establish the differences in HLA genotypes
between celiac patients diagnosed during childhood and adulthood,
and between patients and healthy controls, and to determine the
risk of disease in each genotypic category.
Methods: we classified 350 celiac patients at time of diagnosis
and 218 controls into 14 categories according to their HLA genotype, based on the presence or absence of risk alleles.
Results: we found statistically significant differences between
the genotype frequencies of celiac patients diagnosed as being
children and adults. DQA1*05 (x 1 copy), DQB1*02 (x 1 copy),
DQB1*0302 (x 0 copies) was the most frequent genotype in individuals diagnosed in childhood, whereas DQA1*05 (x 1 copy),
DQB1*02 (x 2 copies), DQB1*0302 (x 0 copies) was the most
frequent in adults. The risk for disease in each genotypic category
in celiac children and adults turned out to be different. The presence
of DQB1*0302 did not increase risk in children, but did in adults.
Conclusion: in our celiac population, we found a different
genetic pattern according to age of diagnosis. That could suggest
that the pathogenic mechanism of the disease is not exactly the
same in both age groups, which could somehow determine clinical
presentation of the disease, its epidemiology, coexisting diseases,
and complications.

Celiac disease (CD) is defined by ESPGHAN as “a
systemic disorder mediated by the immune system and
triggered by gluten and related prolamines in genetically
susceptible individuals. It is characterized by the presence
of a combination of gluten dependent clinical manifestations, specific antibodies, HLA molecules DQ2 or DQ8
and enteropathy” (1). Serological screening studies have
revealed that CD is common, with a prevalence of about
1 % of the population worldwide (2). Besides CD, there are
cases of gluten reaction in which neither allergic (IgE-mediated) nor autoimmune mechanisms are involved. These
are generally defined as gluten sensitivity (GS); the gastrointestinal symptoms in GS may resemble those associated
with CD but it is not accompanied by the concurrence of
specific celiac-related antibodies (3).
CD can appear at any age of life, although with different clinical spectrum. In children, the classic presentation
with intestinal features (diarrhea with bulky, foul-smelling,
floating stools due to steatorrhea and flatulence) is more
common than in adults, in which non-classic extra intestinal features (anemia, osteoporosis, neurological disturbances, etc.) are more frequent (2).
In last decades, the small intestinal biopsy with typical pathological lesions was considered the gold-standard
to diagnosis of CD (4,5). Nowadays the diagnosis of CD,
according to the new ESPGHAN criteria (published in 2012),
is based on: gluten-dependent symptoms, HLA typing (presence of HLA-DQ2 and/or DQ8), CD-specific antibodies lev-
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els (anti-tissue transglutaminase type 2 (anti-TG2), anti-endomysium (EMA) and anti-deaminated forms of gliadin
peptides (anti-DGP), and characteristic histological changes
(1). A scoring system may be applied so that a stronger finding in one item may compensate for a missing abnormality
in another one, and the sum could be taken into account (1).
These simple diagnostic criteria could facilitate the ascertainment of CD in clinical practice, especially in “borderline”
situations detected in both children and adults (6).
CD has a strong association with the HLA complex,
mainly with HLA-DQ alleles. Indeed, more than 90 %
of celiac patients carry the molecule DQ2, encoded by
DQA1*05/DQB1*02, whereas most of the remaining
patients carry DQ8, encoded by DQA1*03/DQB1*0302
(7). These molecules are almost necessary, but not sufficient for disease development, being present in more than
30% of Caucasian individuals (8-11); thus, non-HLA loci
must also contribute to the development of CD (7,12-17).
There is compelling evidence that CD4 T cell response to
HLA-DQ (2 or 8)-bound gluten-derived peptides (modified by tissue transglutaminase) are the primary pathogenic
mechanism to disease (18).
It has been reported that the different HLA gene dosage influences the development of the disease (19). To our
knowledge, differences in the association between HLA
genotypes and CD diagnosed during childhood or adulthood have not been systematically examined; so, the objective of our study was to establish in our geographic area
(southwestern Spain) the most frequent HLA genotypes
associated with CD and to determine the risk for disease
for each genotype depending on the age of diagnosis.

of 34 years) and 214 children (ranged from 0 to 14 years
with a median age of 4 years), according to the age of
diagnosis. These patients were derived from Primary Care,
and Gastroenterology and Pediatrics Departments (from
Badajoz, southwestern Spain).
The diagnostic tests were carried out according to a
diagnostic algorithm agreed by the Departments of Immunology, Pediatrics and Gastroenterology: Serological tests
–anti-TG2 antibodies, anti-gliadin (AGA) antibodies, and
anti-endomysium (EMA) antibodies– were done in those
patients with high clinical CD suspicion (diarrhea, flatulence, weight loss, anemia, iron deficiency, anorexia, failure
to thrive, small stature, and associated diseases). In patients
with IgA deficiency, specific antibodies of IgG isotype were
tested. If results were positive, HLA typing was performed
and, with all data, the clinicians selected the patients to perform intestinal biopsy and confirm the diagnosis of CD (20).
To avoid loss of seronegative CD cases, we also
reviewed the files of Pathology and Cytometry laboratories. We did not detect any patients with negative serology
and biopsy characteristic of CD: Marsh III, II and I (with
increased of TCRγδ and decreased of CD3(-) CD56(+)
intraepithelial lymphocytes, detected by Flow Cytometry,
FACScan, Beckton Dickinson, USA).
In this group, clinical, histological, and laboratory data
(CD-specific antibodies, HLA-DQ typing and intra epithelial immunophenotyping), collected from medical records
and laboratory databases, were irreversibly anonymized to
be used in the study.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This was a case/control study that compared CD patients
(subclassified in children and adults based on the age of
diagnosis) with individuals who did not have CD (controls). The goal was to retrospectively evaluate the associations between CD, and age of diagnosis, and expression
of different HLA-DQ genotypes.

For this analysis, we included the HLA-DQ typing of
218 unrelated healthy individuals from the bone marrow
donors’ database, with no known autoimmune disease at
the time of entry into the database, and from the same
geographic area. They were between 18 and 55 years old.
The data were irreversibly anonymized to be used in
the study.
This study was part of Social-Health Research Project
(ref: SCSS0712) approved by the appropriate Hospital
Committee.

Patients selection

Classification of study groups

Patients who had undergone intestinal biopsy and serologic and genetic tests for CD from 2001 to 2012 were
retrospectively identified from Immunology Laboratory
databases (histocompatibility, autoimmunity and cytometry). The group consisted of 355 consecutive patients with
biopsy-confirmed CD (gold standard until 2012), according to the revised criteria of EPSGHAN from 1990 (5) and
NASPGHAN from 2005 (4). It included 141 adults (> 14
years old, ranged from 15 to 76 years with a median age

We classified both patients and controls into 14 categories based on their genotypes, established according to the
presence or absence of risk alleles, as described in table I.

Study design

Control group

Serological tests
IgA/IgG EMA were detected by indirect immunofluorescence microscopy on rhesus monkey esophagus sub-
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Table I. Genotype categories
DQA1*05

DQB1*02

DQB1*0302

Descriptive

I

0

0

0

No copies

II

0

0

1

1 copy of DQB1*0302

III

1

0

0

1 copy of DQA1*05

IV

0

1

0

1 copy of DQB1*02

V

1

1

0

1 copy of DQA1*05 and 1 copy of DQB1*02

VI

1

0

1

1 copy of DQA1*05 and 1 copy of DQB1*0302

VII

0

1

1

1 copy of DQB1*02 and 1 copy of DQB1*0302

VIII

1

1

1

1 copy of DQA1*05, 1 copy of DQB1*02 and 1 copy of DQB1*0302

IX

0

2

0

2 copies of DQB1*02

X

0

0

2

2 copies of DQB1*0302

XI

1

2

0

1 copy of DQA1*05 and 2 copies of DQB1*02

XII

2

1

0

2 copies of DQA1*05 and 1 copy of DQB1*02

XIII

2

0

0

2 copies of DQA1*05

XIV

2

2

0

2 copies of DQA1*05 and 2 copies of DQB1*02

The categories were established according to the number of copies of the risk alleles. We indicated as DQ2 positive, individuals carrying both alleles
DQA1*05 and DQB1*02. Individuals with allele DQB1*0302 are indicated as DQ8 positive.

strate (Medica, California, USA). An EMA(+) result was
defined by the presence of the characteristic pattern of
fluorescence at a dilution of ≥ 1/5.
IgA/IgG anti-TG2 antibodies and IgA/IgG AGA
antibodies were determined by enzyme-immuno-assay
(ORGENTEC, Mainz, Germany) from 2001 to 2008, and
fluoro-immuno-assay (EliA, Thermofisher, Freiburg, Germany) from 2008; with human recombinant transglutaminase and native gliadin as antigens, respectively. Anti-TG2
antibodies level greater than 4.5 U/mL and AGA antibodies
level greater than 10 U/mL were considered positive in
both types of assays (according to the values recommended
by the manufacturer, together with the verification tests
developed in our laboratory).
The methods of different manufactures were fully comparable in terms of qualitative results (positive/negative),
as we evaluated with a quality control group and external
quality controls.
Serum total IgA was measured by nephelometry (Siemens, Munich, Germany) in all CD patients to screen for
IgA deficiency. IgA deficiency was defined as a total serum
IgA of less than 0.07 g/L.

tion (SSP-PCR) (Invitrogen, Life technologies Ltd., Paisley,
UK; Dynal Ltd., Bromborough, UK). Both methods were
fully comparable in terms of results.

HLA genotyping

Nomenclature

Celiac and non-celiac individuals were typed for all DQA1
and DQB1 genes. This was carried out using sequence-specific oligonucleotide-polymerase chain reaction (SSO-PCR)
(Gene Probe, Stamford, USA; Dynal Ltd., Bromborough,
UK) and sequence-specific primer-polymerase chain reac-

We partially adopted the HLA nomenclature introduced
by Megiorni et al. (22). We indicated as DQ2 positive,
individuals carrying both alleles DQA1*05 and DQB1*02.
Individuals with allele DQB1*0302 are indicated as DQ8
positive.
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Statistical methods
The χ2 test was applied to compare the frequencies in
different categories in a 2x2 contingency table, corrected
with the Fisher exact test when sample sizes were small.
The proportions were considered significantly different
when p < 0.05.
Disease risks were expressed as 1:n where “n” was the
number of individuals among which one patient was present. Considering disease prevalence in Spain of 1:118 in
child population and 1:389 in adult population for each
HLA category, “n” was calculated as a percentage of controls with that particular HLA status multiplied by 100 and
divided by the percentage of patients with the same HLA
typing (21,22).
For calculation of results, all data were considered, with
no missing data.
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RESULTS

– The frequencies of cases carrying isolated DQ8 molecule were 36.1 % of celiac patients vs. 14.2 % of controls (p: 0.002, OR: 3.4), with no significant differences between celiac children and adults (35.3 vs. 36.8 %).
– No celiac patients carried the isolated alpha 5 chain (codified by DQA1*05) vs. 23 % of controls that carried it.
– Among celiac patients, 33.3 % (29.4 % children vs.
36.8 % adults) were carriers of beta 2 chain (codified
by DQB1*02) with DQ8, compared to 2.7 % of controls (p < 0.001, OR: 18).
– No differences were found between patients and controls with the isolated beta 2 chain (11.1 vs. 16.2 %).

We compared 355 CD cases stratified by age of diagnosis
(214 children, 141 adults) and 218 controls from the Immunology Laboratory databases. All of them were from southwestern Badajoz, where migratory movements are not usual
(3.3 vs. 11.6 % in the whole of Spain) (23). Clinical, immunological and histological data were collected at time of diagnosis, and anonymized. In the patient group, we included
only those patients diagnosed of CD by the clinicians.
Comparative study of risk haplotype expression in
celiac patients vs. controls and celiac children vs.
celiac adults (Table II)
DQ2 were carried respectively by 89.9% of celiac
patients (92.1 % children vs. 86.5 % adults) and 32.1 % of
controls (p < 0.001, OR: 18.73); 98 % of celiac patients
were DQ2 positive and/or DQ8 positive, compared with
49.1 % of healthy controls (p < 0.001, OR: 51.57), with no
differences found between children and adults.
Among celiac patients, 8.2 % were DQ2 negative and
DQ8 positive, with differences between children and adults
groups (6.5 vs. 10.6 %), but with no statistical significance.
There were no significant differences in the expression
of DQ8 between the control group and all celiac patients
(OR: 0.58).
If we analyzed only the DQ2 negative individuals (Table
II), we detected:
– In DQ2 negative patients, the percentage of adults was
nearly twice the percentage in children (13.5 vs. 7.9 %).
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Comparative study of genotypes
As noted in table III, we found statistically significant
differences between the genotype frequencies in celiac
children and adults. The most frequent genotype in children was DQA1*05 (x 1 copy), DQB1*02 (x 1 copy),
DQB1*0302 (x 0 copies) (category V: 40.2 %), and in
adults was DQA1*05 (x 1 copy), DQB1*02 (x 2 copies),
DQB1*0302 (x 0 copies) (category XI: 32.6 %). The
genotype frequencies were also different between celiac
patients and the control group.
Risk for disease
We calculated the risk of developing the disease in the
group of celiac children and adults, ranked by their genotype (Table IV).

Table II. Categorization of haplotypes
Total samples

% controls
(n = 218)

% patients
(n = 355)

OR

p

% children
(n = 214)

% adults
(n = 141)

DQ2

32.1 (70)

89.9 (319)

18.73

< 0.001

92.1 (197)

86.5 (122)

DQ2 and/or DQ8

49.1 (107)

98.0 (348)

51.57

< 0.001

98.6 (211)

97.2 (137)

DQ8 with/without DQ2

21.9 (48)

14.1 (50)

0.58

0.014

11.6 (25)

17.7 (25)

DQ8+ DQ2-

16.9 (37)

8.2 (29)

0.43

< 0.001

6.5 (14)

10.6 (15)

DQ8+ DQ2+

5.0 (11)

5.9 (21)

0.68

< 0.001

5.1 (11)

7.1 (10)

DQ8- DQ2-

50.9 (111)

2.0 (7)

0.019

< 0.001

1.4 (3)

2.8 (4)

DQ2(-) samples

% controls
(n = 148)

% patients
(n = 36)

OR

p

% children
(n = 17)

% adults
(n = 19)

DQ8 with/without alpha 5 chain or beta 2 chain

25.0 (37)

80.6 (29)

12.4

< 0.001

82.4 (14)

78.9 (15)

Isolated DQ8

14.2 (21)

36.1 (13)

3.4

0.002

35.3 (6)

36.8 (7)

Isolated beta 2 chain

16.2 (24)

11.1 (4)

0.64

NS

11.8 (2)

10.5 (2)

Isolated alpha 5 chain

23.0 (34)

0 (0)

0

< 0.001

0 (0)

0 (0)

Beta 2 chain with DQ8

2.7 (4)

33.3 (12)

18

< 0.001

29.4 (5)

36.8 (7)

Alpha 5 chain with DQ8

8.1 (12)

11.1 (4)

1.4

NS

17.6 (3)

5.3 (1)

DQ2: DQA1*05 and DQB1*02; DQ8: DQB1*0302; alpha 5 chain is codified by DQA1*05; beta 2 chain is codified by DQB1*02; p < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant; OR: Odds ratio; NS: No significant.
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Table III. Distribution of the genotype categories in celiac children, celiac adults, and controls
Genotype
categories

Descriptive

Controls %
(n = 218)

CD %
(n = 355)

pcontrols/CD

CD

pchildren/adults

Children %
(n = 214)

Adults %
(n = 141)

I

No copies

24.3 (53)

0.84 (3)

0.000

0.5 (1)

1.4 (2)

NS

II

1 copy of DQB1*0302

8.7 (19)

2.25 (8)

0.001

1.9 (4)

2.8 (4)

NS

III

1 copy of DQA1*05

11.9 (26)

0 (0)

0.000

0 (0)

0 (0)

---

IV

1 copy of DQB1*02

10.6 (23)

0.84 (3)

0.000

0.5 (1)

1.4 (2)

NS

V

1 copy of DQA1*05 and 1 copy of
DQB1*02

16.1 (35)

34.1 (121)

0.000

40.2 (86)

24.8 (35)

0.003

VI

1 copy of DQA1*05 and 1 copy of
DQB1*0302

5.5 (12)

1.12 (4)

0.003

1.4 (3)

0.7 (1)

NS

VII

1 copy of DQB1*02 and 1 copy of
DQB1*0302

1.8 (4)

3.38 (12)

NS

2.3 (5)

5.0 (7)

NS

VIII

1 copy of DQA1*05, 1 copy of
DQB1*02 and 1 copy of DQB1*0302

5.0 (11)

5.91 (21)

NS

5.1 (11)

7.1 (10)

NS

IX

2 copies of DQB1*02

0.5 (1)

0.28 (1)

NS

0.5 (1)

0 (0)

NS

X

2 copies of DQB1*0302

0.9 (2)

1.40 (5)

NS

0.9 (2)

2.1 (3)

NS

XI

1 copy of DQA1*05 and 2 copies of
DQB1*02

4.6 (10)

24.5 (87)

0.000

19.2 (41)

32.6 (46)

0.004

XII

2 copies of DQA1*05 and 1 copy of
DQB1*02

5.0 (11)

11.5 (41)

0.010

14.0 (30)

7.8 (11)

NS

XIII

2 copies of DQA1*05

3.7 (8)

0 (0)

0.000

0 (0)

0 (0)

---

XIV

2 copies of DQA1*05 and 2 copies of
DQB1*02

1.4 (3)

13.8 (49)

0.000

13.6 (29)

14.2 (20)

NS

CD: Celiac disease; NS: No significance; p < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Table IV. Risk gradients
Category

Descriptive

Controls %

CD %

Risk in all
CD patients

Risk in CD
children

Risk in CD
adults

XIV

2 copies of DQA1*05 and 2 copies of DQB1*02

1.4

13.8

1:10

1:10

1:10

XI

1 copy of DQA1*05 and 2 copies of DQB1*02

4.6

24.5

1:19

1:24

1:14

XII

2 copies of DQA1*05 and 1 copy of DQB1*02

5.0

11.5

1:43

1:36

1:64

V

1 copy of DQA1*05 and 1 copy of DQB1*02

16.1

34.1

1:47

1:40

1:65

VII

1 copy of DQB1*02 and 1 copy of
DQB1*0302

1.8

3.4

1:53

1:78

1:36

X

2 copies of DQB1*0302

0.9

1.4

1:64

1:100

1:43

VIII

1 copy of DQA1*05, 1 copy of DQB1*02 and 1
copy of DQB1*0302

5.0

5.9

1:85

1:98

1:70

IX

2 copies of DQB1*02

0.5

0.3

1:178

1:100

1:---

II

1 copy of DQB1*0302

8.7

2.2

1:386

1:458

1:311

VI

1 copy of DQA1*05 and 1 copy of DQB1*0302

5.5

1.1

1:491

1:393

1:786

IV

1 copy of DQB1*02

10.6

0.8

1:1,262

1:2,120

1:757

I

No copies

24.3

0.8

1:2,892

1:4,860

1:1,736

HLA-DQ risk categories distribution in celiac children and adults. Risks were evaluated considering a disease prevalence of 1:118 in children and 1:389 in
adults. We indicated as DQ2 positive, individuals carrying both alleles DQA1*05 and DQB1*02. Individuals with allele DQB1*0302 are indicated as DQ8
positive. CD: Celiac disease.
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As expected, the DQ2 homozygous status (category
XIV) carried the highest risk for CD (1:10 in children
and adults), while the risk in category V (heterozygous
heterodimer) was 1:40 and 1:65 in children and adults,
respectively. There were differences between children and
adults, depending on the genotypic category they belong
to. Adults carrying one copy of DQB1*0302 (category
II) had risk of developing the disease (1:311), while in
children it was not a risk factor (1:458). In the same way,
adults carrying two copies of DQB1*0302 had a higher
risk of CD than children (1:43 vs. 1:100). Furthermore,
when DQB1*0302 and DQB1*02 were present (category
VII), the risk of developing the disease in adults (1:36) was
higher than in children (1:78). We found no celiac patients
with isolated DQA1*05 (category III). The presence of
DQA1*05 and DQB1*0302 without DQB1*02 (category
VI) appeared to decrease the risk of developing the disease.
DISCUSSION
CD is a complex and multifactorial disease with environmental and genetic factors involved. Susceptibility to CD is related to the HLA system, mainly with the
DQA1*05 and DQB1*02 alleles, which code for the DQ2
molecule, and the DQB1*0302 allele, that codes for the
beta chain of the DD8 molecule. The higher or lower
risk of developing the disease depends on the presence
or absence of these alleles, their combination, and/or the
number of copies (22). This disease affects individuals of
any age, with different clinical presentations.
The DQ2 molecule presents gluten-derived peptides,
modified by tissue transglutaminase, to CD4+ T cells. The
DQ8 molecule is capable of binding to a different set of
gluten-derived peptides with different affinities that the DQ2
molecule. This finding would explain the minor association
between the DQ8 molecule and the development of CD (15).
In our study area, DQ2 was present in 92.1 % of the
children and 86.5 % of the celiac adults, in contrast with
the control group (32.1 %). Our results were consistent
with previous studies of celiac children in Spain (20),
Northern Europe (12,24), and the United States (8). However, they did not correspond to The European Genetics
Cluster on Celiac Disease, which observed less DQ2 positive patients in Southern Europe than in Northern (84.5
vs. 90.2 %) (25,26).
As previous studies, we did not find significant differences in the DQ8 expression between controls and patients
(24,27). However, in DQ2 negative individuals, the DQ8
expression (with or without alpha 5 or beta 2 chains) were
significantly higher in celiac patients than in the control
group (80.6 vs. 25.0 %).
Every individual included in this study was classified
into 14 categories, depending on the presence or absence of
risk alleles and their combinations, and their distributions
were analyzed.
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As described in other studies, the most prevalent genotype in celiac patients was the DQA1*05 (x 1 copy),
DQB1*02 (x 1 copy), DQB1*0302 (x 0 copies) (category
V: 34.1 %) (15,25,29).
The most frequent genotype found in celiac children was
DQA1*05 (x 1 copy), DQB1*02 (x 1 copy), DQB1*0302
(x 0 copies) (category V: 40.2 %), like other studies (15).
The most frequent genotype in celiac adults was DQA1*05
(x 1 copy), DQB1*02 (x 2 copies), DQB1*0302 (x 0 copies) (category XI: 32.6 %). We have not found any similar
study in adult celiac patients. Paradoxically, the age of
diagnosis appears to be associated with a higher genetic
load. Only 13.6 % of children and 14.2 % of adult with CD
were homozygous for DQ2 (category XIV).
It is well known that environmental factors and nonHLA alleles are involved in CD development (7,12-17).
Over the past three decades in western countries, the prevalence of CD, as well as other autoimmune diseases, has
had a huge increase; in CD, the use of more sensitive and
specific markers, and the better understanding of the clinical forms of the disease, have increased the number of
diagnosed patients. In these countries, in the same period
of time, there has been a decrease of the incidence of many
infections due to improvement of hygiene standards and of
medical care (antibiotics, vaccination campaigns and better
socio-economic conditions) (28). The “hygiene hypothesis” suggests a causal link between the increased incidence
of autoimmune diseases and the decrease of usual infections, which could be explained by dysregulation of the
immune system (28,29). This could be favored by other
environmental factors (diet, contaminants, etc.).
In our study, patients diagnosed during childhood had
less genetic load than those diagnosed in adulthood. As the
“hygiene hypothesis” suggests, the current environmental
conditions may have altered immune system development,
and these could favour the appearance of the disease at
younger ages although the genetic load was less.
Then, we calculated the risk of developing CD in each
genotypic category. As expected, and according to other
authors (15,25,30-34), the DQ2 homozygous status (category XIV) had the highest risk for CD (1:10 in children
and adults patients); next in risk level were the DQ2 heterozygous categories with no DQ8 (XI, XII and V); categories with DQ8 in homozygosis or heterozygosis with
DQB01*02 (VII, X and VIII) had a lower risk. When we
analyzed celiac children and adults separately, the risk
was different. In celiac children, the risk was similar to
that described in all patients, except in DQ8 homozygous
category (X). In adults, the risk in categories with DQ8
in homozygosis or in heterozygosis with DQB01*02 (VII
and X) was higher than in the DQ2 heterozygous ones
(categories XII and V). In addition, DQ8 in heterozygosis
(II) conferred risk for CD in adults, while in children it
was not a risk factor. Therefore, there could be a correlation between the presence of DQ8 and CD development
in adulthood.
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The different risk pattern found between celiac children
and adults could also suggest that the immune response to
gluten is different in both age groups. The affinity of DQ8
to gluten is lower than that of DQ2, and each of these molecules uses different rules for the selection of epitopes for
T cell presentation, located in different regions of gliadin
(7). Exposure time to different environmental factors (i.e.,
tobacco) and common infections in adulthood, may lead
to cross reactions with similar sequences of deaminated
gluten peptides presented in the DQ8 molecule (35); this
could also contribute to the different clinical presentations
of the disease.
There are several studies that demonstrate that isolated
DQB1*02 would confer a predisposition towards triggering CD (15,25,26,30,31,36-39), and the presence of isolated DQA1*05 would not (15,22,25). In our study, 1 %
of celiac children and 1.4 % of adults presented isolated
DQB1*02 compared to healthy controls (11.1 % of cases).
Not even two copies of DQB1*02 increased the risk for CD
in our study, with 0.5 % of celiac children and no adults.
Therefore, we could not find in our study a relationship
between the presence of DQB1*02 and predisposition to
develop the disease. Interestingly, no patient presented
isolated DQA1*05. The presence of DQA1*05 does not
predispose to the disease and it seems to be protective, as
already described Piccini et al. (25). In fact, in our adult
DQ8+ group, the presence of DQA1*05 decreased the risk
of developing the disease compared to those with isolated
DQ8 (1:786 vs. 1:311).
Our results corresponded to a very homogeneous ethnic group located in the southwestern of Spain, with its
own environmental and genetic conditions, and where
the immigration from other countries was not common
(23). The exhaustive analysis of different databases from
immunology and pathology laboratories and the medical
record, allowed us to minimize the number of possible
cases of seronegative CD. Therefore, the bias that could
be provided by these cases was very low.
Our results provide the first demonstration, to our
knowledge, of age-specific differences in the DQ determined susceptibility to CD, which could suggest that the
pathogenic mechanism of the disease is not exactly the
same in both age groups, which could somehow determine clinical presentation of the disease, its epidemiology,
coexisting diseases, complications, and association with
obesity (40).
Therefore, once established genotypic differences
between celiac children and adults, it would be very interesting to analyze different clinical presentations related
with different risk genotypes. In conclusion, in our celiac
population we found a different genetic pattern according
to age of diagnosis. This genetic pattern, together with
environmental and epigenetic factors, which are different
between children and adults, could result in different clinical presentation of CD. The knowledge of these factors
would be useful for the design of CD prevention strategies.
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